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Graz, Februar, 2018

PhD Position in Applied Machine Learning

Background and Aim

Highly automated driving offers the potential to make traffic significantly safer for all road users. In this manner,
it will have a sustainable influence on the lives of people. To turn this vision into reality, big challenges need
to be solved on the technical level. To enable a car to find and plan its own way through the traffic in a safe
and autonomous way requires first of all a robust and accurate sensing of the environment. This challenge can
only be solved by using different and redundant sensor systems that are intelligently processed and fused. Both
research and industry agree that Radar, Lidar, and cameras are the required sensor technologies. However, the
questions of the optimal processing of the data and of the architecture of the processing units are unsolved.
Sensors within an autonomous car have to take over the responsibilities of the human perception: Observation
and evaluation of the current traffic situation as well as detection of road users and objects that potentially
interact with the trajectory of the car itself. The sensors in the car however sense the environment continuously
and in all viewing directions. This causes huge amounts of raw data which require an intelligent classification
of the relevant data, comprising the classification of the objects as well as the detection and mitigation of
interference signals.

To answer these questions, machine learning techniques such as deep neural networks (DNNs) or probabilistic
graphical models (PGMs) will be investigated. Deep neural networks (NNs) are the most successful machine
learning algorithms as of today and over the last years deliver the best classification results for different problems.
In this project, the advantages of DNNs/PGMs including their resource-efficiency shall be investigated.
Furthermore, the approach will be integrated in a smart radar sensor, which is a sensor with integrated intelligent
signal processing. Using an FPGA-based demonstrator, the benefits of hardware-acceleration of specific machine
learning algorithms should be demonstrated. Machine learning within a radar sensor allows for the detection of
relevant information directly in the sensor. This relaxes requirements on the central processing unit in the car
and optimizes the partitioning of the computations as well as the energy efficiency.

Funding: FFG funded project with Infineon Technologies and Magna Steyr

Required skills

• M.Sc. degree in relevant field (Computer Science, Telematics (ICE), Electrical Engineering)

• Background in machine learning, pattern recognition, signal processing, programming (Matlab, Python, C)
+ interest in FPGA implementations of specific machine learning structures

• Independent and self-motivated working

• Excellent communication skills, fluency in English

How to apply?
Please send your application (CV, motivation letter, list of grades) to pernkopf@tugraz.at or
paul.meissner@infineon.com. The position is filled as soon as a suitable candidate is found.


